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ABSTRACT. Development  of an information retrieval system that can be personal- 
ized to each user requires maintaining and continually updating an interest profile for 
each individual user. Since people tend to be poor at self-description, it is suggested 
that profile development and maintenance is an area in which machine learning and 
knowledge base techniques can be profitably employed. This paper presents a model  
for such an application of AI techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

In the context of conventional information retrieval systems (IRS), the search process 
is initiated and completed by a set of queries from a user. Each query, usually in the 
form of a vector or Boolean expression, consists of a set of key terms to be matched 
with the contents of relevant items. To improve the retrieval effectiveness, 
modification of the user query through the application of user feedback has been stu- 
died with some successful results [13]. 

There have also been systems, called selective dissemination of information systems 
(SDI),  that selectively distribute incoming information to appropriate users based on 
user interest profile. However, only recently has a set of models been proposed that 
effectively combines the two different modes of the systems, thereby attempting to 
enhance the quality of retrieved items [3,8,9]. 

One of the major stumbling blocks in the conventional IRS is the problem of formu- 
lating a query which accurately matches the user's needs and the contents of poten- 
tially relevant items[ 1,12]. Unfortunately, different users expect different sets of items 
from the same query and make different relevance judgements on the same retrieved 
items, directly related to their individual needs. But the conventional retrieval system 
disregards the individual user's characteristics and the fact that diverse users have 
different perceptions of the underlying system. While it is natural that a user perceives 
the system in the light of his or her experience and needs, both the restricted struc- 
ture of a query and the nature of the conventional system itself make this perception 
unavailable to the system. We believe that knowledge captured in a user profile 
embedded in the system will play an essential role in making a personalized system. 
One effect can be to retrieve a broader range of items, some of which would never  be 
brought  to the user's attention on the basis of the query alone. People prefer a 
librarian who can surprisingly provide information not explicitly requested but judged 
to be important to them. Profile information will also help the system tailor the 
retrieved items to a particular user's needs and rank them appropriately. Again, a 
friendly and intelligent librarian can eliminate some information which is not  of the 
user's concern but would have been retrieved by a novice librarian who had to rely 
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totally on the user's request per se. Ultimately, our goal is to develop an IRS that is 
effective from the user's point of view and cooperative with the user in terms of 
achieving his or her goal. 

Since we never guarantee that a user's characteristics and environment  stay the same 
over time, it becomes necessary for the system to dynamically change the knowledge 
kept in the profile. Upon learning various aspects of a user's information needs and 
behavior, the system will use this information to respond in an intelligent and friendly 
manner. We elaborate on the concept of a dynamic user profile (DUP) with a learning 
strategy for modeling the DUP and discuss the heuristics and models that utilize the 
DUP. The next section shows how the system is configured as a learning system. 
Our main emphasis in this paper is in Section 3 where a strategy for learning users' 
interests and other characteristics is discussed. The rest of paper, showing the 
representation of the DUP, addresses the issues involved in the utilization of the 
DUP. 

2. Overall System Configuration 

We have developed a full retrieval system for the purpose of testing the validity and 
the sensitivity of the theoretical models with static profiles [8]. This base system can 
be modified to reflect the functions of DUP. Since our system should conduct learn- 
ing, it is not surprising that its configuration is well projected on the synthesized model 
of learning systems proposed by Smith et al [14]. We adopt terms used in this model 
to show the function of each component  in the system. The proposed model consists 
of six functional components:  performance element, instance selector, critic, learning 
element, blackboard, and world model. The performance element  uses the learned 
information to perform the stated task. The instance selector selects training instances 
from the envi ronment  of the learning system whereas the critic analyzes the current 
abilities of the performance element.  The learning element, which is an essence of the 
learning system, is an interface between the critic and the performance element,  
responsible for translating the abstract recommendations of the critic into specific 
changes in rules or parameters used by the performance element. The blackboard is a 
global database used as a system communication means. It holds two types of infor- 
marion: the information in the knowledge base and the temporary information used by 
the the learning system components.  Finally, the world model contains the fixed con- 
ceptual framework within which the system operates. 

Documents in the database are assumed to contain key words with associated weights. 
These weights can be assigned on a frequency-related basis, as is quite standard in 
information retrieval. While it is possible to adjust the weights dynamically on the 
basis of user response, for present purposes we assume the weights are fixed. 

In our system, as shown in the Fig.l, the query processor/responder is considered as a 
learning system performance element. It is the nucleus in conventional systems and, 
based on a query, actually retrieves items, providing the user with a set of items 
ranked on the basis of the weights in the query and items in the database. In our sys- 
tem design, this component  also integrate the user-dependent information from the 
profile. 

The profile controller serves mainly as a learning e lement  with some additional func- 
tions taken care of by an instance selector and a critic. This component  observes the 
interactions between the system and the user, selects useful instances, and makes 
specific changes to the profile and possibly the query in such a way that the system's 
performance will eventually approach the desired level. 
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In the context of an IRS, the role of a critic is performed primarily by human  users 
although the statistics gathered through operation of the system can be of importance. 
Currently, the user's relevance feedback on the retrieved items is the only valuable 
information from the critic. Feedback information from each user is interpreted using 
the profile, and therefore part of the critic's role is transferred to the profile controller. 

3. A Strategy for Learning 

Our ultimate purpose in having the learning element  is to build an IRS that incor- 
porates an individual user's characteristics as much as possible, in an automatic and 
t ime-dependent manner.  Although this can only be achieved by monitoring the user 's  
interaction with the system, initial dialogue with each user is expected to play an 
important role in obtaining skeletal information that will provide a direction to the 
system's inference. Without this kind of information available, the uncertainty we 
have to deal with is so high that, either we could never be sure that the system is on 
the right track in terms of learning, or the usability of DUP would be limited. This 
difficulty will arise especially with users whose background or interests lie in diverse 
fields and whose queries are not consistent with respect to a single field of interest. 

Interest 

The area of a particular user's interest represents a concept that should be maintained 
in DUP. Many knowledge or concept representation schemes have been developed 
[10,17], which are geared to solve domain-specific problems. However,  the application 
of those symbolic representations is not feasible for the information retrieval environ- 
ment, especially when we deal with an enormously large domain of concepts in a 
heterogeneous document  database. Therefore, we adopt a vector model  for the pur- 
pose of representing concepts such as an individual user's interest, a query, and the 
content of each document.  With di3, q~ and pj being the degree of importance of ] th 
term in representing the concept described by ith document ,  the query, and the 
profile, respectively, we use the following vector notations: 

D i =  <di, l,di,2,...,di,i, • • " ,di , ,> 

P - - - - - < P l , P 2 , - . - , P j , - - - , P : >  

Q:= <ql ,q2 . . . .  ,qj, . . .  , a n >  
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where 0 < d i j < l  and - l < p i , q j _ ~ l .  

As described in Section 2, the role of the critic in learning systems is essential. In the 
information retrieval context, user  feedback, as well as the queries, serves as a crucial 
source of information that aids learning process. Al though relevance feedback has 
been of traditional use for query modification, we believe that  more  extensive use of  
feedback is not  only possible but  also fruitful. In our  work, we make a distinction 
among relevance, pertinence, and usefulness that  will be used by a user to de te rmine  
his degree of  satisfaction based on the retr ieved set  of  documents .  Relevance is to be 
judged more or less objectively on how reasonable a retr ieved d o c u m e n t  is in response 
to the stated query. This measure is believed to measure  the system performance.  In 
contrast,  pertinence is to be judged on closeness of the concept of  a particular docu- 
m e n t  with respect to the concept  of  a query the user  intended.  This more  subjective 
measure  compares a response to the hypothetical d o c u m e n t  the user  expected to get  at 
the t ime of the query formulat ion.  Low pertinence is related to poor system perfor- 
mance or bad query formulat ion.  On the o the r  hand,  usefulness is to be judged based 
on the user 's long-term and short ,  term interest,  regardless of the concept e m b e d d e d  
in the query formulated.  Thus  a per t inent  d o c u m e n t  will generally be relevant,  bu t  a 
re levant  d o c u m e n t  may not  be per t inent  (if, for example,  the user already knows 
about  it). Similarly, any relevant  or per t inent  d o c u m e n t  will generally be useful, bu t  a 
stray retrieved d o c u m e n t  that is nei ther  re levant  nor  per t inent  may still be useful,  that  
is, related in some other  way to the user 's  general interest. In order  for users to make  
a distinction among the three different judgements  operationally, the following types 
of questions can be asked to obtain the informat ion on relevance, pertinence, and use- 
fulness, respectively: 

- Is the documen t  a reasonable one to expect  in response to the query? 
- Is this really what you wanted to retrieve by asking the question? 
- Is the d o c u m e n t  related to your  general interest? 

The first of these questions is related to the validity of  the information model ,  while 
the second relates to the user 's  ability to properly formulate a query. The third ques- 
tion covers serendipitous discovering of unreques ted  information.  To avoid any 
biased interpretation of the above questions,  it seems critical that  a user  answer them 
only after all questions have been read and unders tood  correctly. 

Given the vector model  and the three feedback measures ,  the mechanism of interest  
learning can be characterized as two processes. While we have to adjust the importance 
factor of  each term taking part in describing the concept  of the user 's  interest, we also 
need  to introduce new terms with appropriate importance factors. Fur the rmore ,  con- 
sidering that. the relevance judgemen t  is only related to the system performance,  and 
focusing only on the pertinence and usefulness judgements  for the purpose of interes t  
learning, there are four cases we have to handle somewha t  differently on the basis of  
combinat ions of two different pieces of feedback information:  a retr ieved d o c u m e n t  
can be pert inent  and useful, imper t inent  but  useful, pert inent  but  no t  useful,  or 
imper t inent  and not  useful. Al though different  strategies are employed for different  
cases, we first introduce a general formula  that  will be used whenever  it is necessary 
that  a particular query or d o c u m e n t  concept  affect the profile. 

To introduce new terms, we define a vector  R for the reserve list. Elements  in this 
vector  are terms not  included in the profile P ,  but  which could potentially be included.  
An  inclusion decision is based on the weight of  a term in R. Obviously the inner  pro- 
duc t  of two vectors, R 'P ,  should be zero all the time. Van Melle introduced a fo rmula  
for certainty factor calculation [15]. The following modification of  the formula  shows 
how P and R are changed after a cycle of query processing has been completed:  a 
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query is requested,  a set of documents  are retrieved, and user feedback on d o c u m e n t  
relevance, pert inence,  and usefulness is obtained. Italics indicate the new value gen- 
erated after the cycle, and xj is the weight of term j in either the query or a document .  

Pi = 

pj + x:(X - I pi I ) if pj- xj>O 

(pj + axj) if pj" xj<~O 

f(r/) if p j - -O 

pj if x j = 0  

0 if new Pi <6 ,  

where a < l  is a constant.  This reflects our  strategy that  the importance factor of  an 
existing profile term should be stable to some ex ten t  against some conflicting informa- 
tion. When  a new term is to be introduced, i.e., pj----0, rj is updated in a simple 
manner .  

xj 
+ 

Here, ~ is a non-zero constant  reflecting the learning strategy which determines  how 
important  a new piece of information should be in terms of  introducing a new term to 
the profile. Then f(rj) is defined as follows; 

[ rj if rj _ 6 

f(rj) = 0 i f r j <  6 ,  

where 6 is a threshold for inserting a new term into the profile, which also determines  
the min imum  importance factor for each term in the profile. When rj is bigger than 6, 
the current  value of  rj becomes the new value of/2j otherwise rj is set to zero to main- 
tain the inner product  property. As is shown in the first set  of formulae, the similar 
idea is used to remove  a term with the importance factor below 6 from the profile and 
re turn  it to the reserve list. 

If, as the first case, a retrieved documen t  is de te rmined  to be both pert inent  and use- 
ful, it can be inferred that, while the query was successfully formulated so that  the 
sys tem's  response was satisfactory, the retrieved d o c u m e n t  was also well fitted to the 
user 's  interest. By assuming that  a user 's  short- term interest (reflected in the cur ren t  
query) is always consis tent  with his long-term interest, we can safely allow the system 
to integrate the concepts shown in the query and the documen t  into the profile by 
means  of the formula.  In o ther  words, each term shown in the query and the docu- 
m e n t  needs to be subst i tuted for the xi's. if consistency assumption doesn ' t  hold, the 
use of  the reserve list will alleviate the problem of  integrating a concept far from the 
user 's  interest. 

In the second case where a retrieved documen t  is de te rmined  to be imper t inent  bu t  
useful,  the action that  the learning e lement  has to take is similar to the previous case. 
We have no information on how well the query was formulated; either things like 
d o c u m e n t  indexing and the search process were no t  very effective although the query 
was reasonable, or  the query just  d idn ' t  reflect the user 's  need, or both. Conse- 
quently,  we need to treat the terms in the retrieved documen t  and query differently. 
Terms occurring in the d o c u m e n t  should be given a higher importance factor than 
those comprising the query. But these important  factors should be no higher. 
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On the o ther  hand, the third case, where the retrieved documen t  is de te rmined  to be 
no t  useful but  pertinent,  is somewhat  delicate. This case can arise when the user  
presents  a query thatis not  related to his general interest. Al though the system's  per- 
formance was guided correctly by the query, and the query was properly formula ted  
with respect to the user 's  hypothetical document ,  it may be that, for example,  the 
query  is on a topic of only momenta ry  interest. Therefore,  we may want to consider  
the terms in the query and d o c u m e n t  as carrying small amoun t  of informat ion about  
the interest,  due to the uncertainty on why it was judged to be useless. With the simi- 
lar line of  reasoning, we will have to admit  that no information is available in the last 
case as far as consolidation of the profile terms is concerned. 

However ,  the useless documen t  is a source of  valuable information for a weakening  
process. That  is, if the concept reflected by the useless documen t  has been included 
in the profile, the importance factor of the concept should be lowered appropriately. 
This can be done by negating the value of  the importance factor of each term and then  
applying the same formula. Since we are uncertain about the cause of the uselessness,  
the ass ignment  of low important  factor to such a term would be desirable. 

Habits 

In addition to the need to automatically capture the user 's  interest, knowing informa- 
t ion regarding individual user 's  habits seems also necessary. Typically the following 
are recognized as learnable characteristics: 

- Reading habits, i.e, preference on the kind of a documen t  (e.g. theoretical vs. 
practical) 
- Perception on feedback 
- Preference on either high recall or high precision 

The reading habits can be obtained by simply accumulating statistics. Given a multi- 
d imensional  space on which each periodical can be plotted based on the general t rend 
of its difficulty or  practicality, for example,  the learning e lement  of the system extracts 
the user 's  preference along each dimension by observing his feedback on each docu- 
m e n t  retrieved. If he assesses a documen t  in JACM as per t inent  and /o r  useful, for 
instance, the scale about  his reading habit should move toward a more theoretical and 
difficult d o c u m e n t  group. The initial default  value can be assigned based on each 
user ' s  background information which is expected to be given to the system explicitly. 
It is to say that the higher education a user has received, the more theoretical and 
difficult documents  he would tend to read. On the other  hand, the more  he is related 
to the industry, the more he might  prefer a practical documen t  to theoretical one.  

A user 's  perception on feedback seems to have an implication for any learning stra- 
tegies. Since feedback, as a critic, plays an essential role in learning, a user 's  general 
habits on how to assess a retrieved documen t  along different criteria m u s t  be taken 
into account  so that  any individual bias can be eliminated. It is expected that  a conser- 
vative user will t end  to rate a smaller number  of  documents  positively whereas a more  
liberal user will rate a larger n u m b e r  of documents  positively. Therefore,  the history 
on how a user has evaluated retrieved documents  will be a useful source of informa- 
tion. This implication not  only facilitates unbiased learning of a user 's  characteristics 
and interest  but  also makes it possible to measure system performance more  accu- 
rately, taking the bias into account. 

In the IRS env i ronment ,  there has been a tradeoff between recall and precision. 
Therefore ,  it is desirable for the system to know individual's preference so as to ei ther 
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employ  a different search method  or tailor the retrieved output  to his preference. A 
valuable source of information is the query. We can infer that  the more  terms 
included and the more-negat ive weights are used, the more specific document s  the 
user  wants, favoring high precision. 

While these habits can change over time and in response to specific needs, we are 
assuming for our  present  s tudy that  any change in habit is gradual and has only a 
secondary impact on our  results. This assumption seems reasonable within the con tex t  
of a user working on one project over  a period of  perhaps six months  to one year. 

4. Representation 

Since we are ultimately planning to develop the user profile as a knowledge structure 
representing each individual user 's  re levant  characteristics, it seems impor tant  to 
decide on a proper knowledge representation scheme among various representat ional  
methods .  As categorized in Rich's paper [11], two extremes are possible for maintain- 
ing user models: models specified explicitly by the system designer or by the users 
themselves  vs. models inferred by the system on the basis of users' behavior.  Due to 
the nature of the IRS and the state-of-art in artificial intelligence, it seems natural to 
take a strategy between the two extremes,  i.e., profiles are constructed and modif ied 
by users themselves while automatic changes are invoked whenever  possible. In this 
way, we avoid forcing users to change the profile as much  as possible, achieving user- 
friendliness. 

With this strategy of modifying the profile, a frame-based structure, often used in AI- 
based systems, seems to be a good choice in that  some incomplete information about  
a user  needs to be derived indirectly, based primarily on the heuristics and statistical 
information.  That  is, we will be able to fill empty  slots based on interactions between 
a user  and the system by exploiting such features as IF-NEEDED demons ,  inheritance 
mechanisms,  and default reasoning [17]. For example, a user 's  frame can be con- 
nected to a background frame as shown in Fig. 2. If the value for the preference slot 
is no t  available, then it can be inherited from the background frame. The initial values 
for o ther  slots for a user can be computed  providing that  a background frame has 
been identified. 

interest 

I~eserve "" S~k~ey word~ • list . 

~S~I ~ background 

,.,~possession .~eriodical~ 

Ipreference ~ P/R ) 
preclslon/recall 

key word~ 
~ Ph.D 

affiliation] ~re ference (default) 

~universlty~ value setl 

Fig. 2 
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5. Utilizing DUP 

Assuming that the DUP always maintains correct information about a user through 
the learning process, the profile can be utilized in two ways: to enhance the retrieval 
effectiveness and to personalize the system, achieving better user-friendliness. Along 
the idea of applying the user profile to the queD" as a modifying factor, several models 
have emerged. One way to do this is to modify the query term by term, according to 
the occurrence and weight of each term in the profile, which reflect the user's interest. 
The other method is to consider the profile and query as separate and distinct points, 
and to judge each document  considered for retrieval in terms of its relationships to 
both of these points [3,8,9]. Considering the enormous number  of experiments to be 
done to test all different models and to draw conclusions, Korfhage developed the 
unified model frame to organize his expermental  work [7]. 

On the other side of the coin is the possibility of exploiting a variety of the user 's  
characteristics other than just interest. Since more uncertainty is involved in learning a 
user 's habitual characteristics, a cautious use of this information seems necessary, no t  
making any drastic change in terms of the retrieved set. Instead of adding or deleting 
documents in the basic retrieved list, we only intend to alter the importance factors of 
documents  within the list so that different presentations of the output  can be given to 
users. In this way, we can achieve user-friendliness in different level compared to that  
in ordinary interface level. One interesting question to be resolved is how to solve the 
problem of conflicting information, not in terms of learning but in term of different 
characteristic criteria. For instance, what decisions should be made in terms of adjust- 
ing the ranking if a document  with a relatively high weights based on his interest  
belongs to one of very theoretical and difficult journals which he owns, but the user 
holds a P h . D .  and works for a production company? 

6. Related Work 

Since our effort has been devoted to explore the idea of combining and applying tech- 
niques in the realm of learning and user-friendliness to the area of information 
retrieval, a number  of related works along different axes have been identified. The 
work done by Rich [10, 11] serves as an excellent guideline for building and manipu- 
lating general user models. Also in the area of user modeling is the Carbonell 's intro- 
ductory article addressing issues related to the design of natural language interface [2]. 
Like most of the work done in the area of user-friendly interface design, for example, 
user-driven interface [5], however, it focuses on user models from a designer 's per- 
spective rather than an actual system's perspective, deviating from our immediate con- 
tern.  With the similar motivation but with different approach and philosophy, Corella 
et al. [4] have shown how to obtain cooperative responses to a database query in the 
form of natural language. No explicit user modeling was included in this work, but the 
effort to identify user's intention seems to deserve attention in relation to our  work. 
An interesting but rather crude approach was proposed by Hause et al. in an at tempt 
to build a self-tuning and adaptive information retrieval system [6]. Through the use 
of query-term thesaurus and by storing query-document  matrix maintaining the pro- 
cessed queries in the past together with retrieved documents,  the view of a f requent  
user of an IRS was extracted. 

7. Concluding Remarks 

We have explored the concept of the DUP with the stress on a strategy for learning. It 
is our  belief that, without proper interpretation of a user's need and thus 
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personalization of the underlying IRS, overcoming the bottleneck of performance in 
such system is unrealistic until a breakthrough in natural language processing occurs. 
In addition, an attempt to achieve the true user-friendliness can be successful only 
when we are concerned about the quality and the kind of output as well as the ease of 
issuing commands. Obviously one way of approaching this end is to use the DUP. 
Nevertheless, the only way to prove the importance of exploiting the DUP for the 
enhancement of the system effectiveness and friendliness is through a set of experi- 
ments. By doing so, we can also identify more and better strategies for learning and 
exploiting information in the DUP. 
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